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Let M and N be compact Riemannian manifolds with sectional curvature K < 0 such that 
A4 has dimension 3 3 and rank 2 2. If there exists a Co conjugacy F between the geodesic 
flows of the unit tangent bundles of M and N, then there exists an isometry G : M + N that 
induces the same isomorphism as F between the fundamental groups of M and N. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we apply the results of [lo] to obtain further support for the following. 
CONJECTURE. Let M and N be compact Riemannian manifolds with sectional curvature 
K < 0, and let {g’} denote the geodesic flow in the unit tangent bundles SM and SN. Let 
F: SM --t SN be a Co conjugacy; that is, a homeomorphism such that F 09’ = g’o F for all 
t E Iw. Then M is isometric to N. 
The conjecture may in fact be true if only one of the manifolds M and N is assumed to 
have sectional curvature K < 0. In this case the other manifold has a metric a priori with no 
conjugate points by Corollary 4.2 of [lo]. 
The conjecture is known to be true if M and N have dimension 2 [8,9,22], where only 
one of the manifolds is assumed to have sectional curvature K < 0. Recently the conjecture 
has been proved for C’ conjugacies in the case that M is compact and locally symmetric 
with strictly negative sectional curvature and no curvature assumption is made on N [4]. In 
this paper we prove the conjecture in the case that M has dimension at least 3 and rank at 
least 2, where the rank of M is defined in Section 1.6. In fact we prove somewhat more. Our 
main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Let M and N be compact connected Riemannian manifolds with sectional 
curvature K < 0 and dimension at least 3. Let M have rank at least 2, and let F : SM + SN be 
a Co conjugacy. Then there exists an isometry G : M + N such that G and F induce the same 
isomorphism between the fundamental groups of M and N. 
The final assertion of the theorem is false in dimension 2. If T2 denotes a flat 2-torus, 
then there exist conjugacies F: ST2 + ST2 that induce isomorphisms on the fundamental 
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group of ST2 that cannot be induced by the differential of any isometry of T*. See Section 
1 for a discussion of the fundamental group isomorphism induced by a Co conjugacy 
F:SM +SN. 
Using the results and methods of [lo] and the Mostow rigidity theorem we first prove 
the conjecture in the following cases: (1) M is a manifold whose fundamental group has 
nontrivial center, (2) M is a nontrivial Riemannian product manifold whose fundamental 
group has trivial center, (3) M is an irreducible locally symmetric space of rank at least 2. 
These special cases together with the higher rank rigidity theorem of Ballmann and 
Burns-Spatzier then allow us to prove the theorem in the general case for suitable finite 
covers M* and N* of M and N and a lifted Co conjugacy F* : SM* + SN*. With a separate 
argument we then pass from the finite covers M* and N* back to the manifolds M and N to 
obtain the desired isometry G : M + N. 
In the special cases (1) and (2) discussed above we may drop the hypothesis that M has 
nonpositive curvature though in (1) we need to assume that F is C’. See the remarks 
following Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
We describe the organization of the paper. In Section 1 we discuss some basic material, 
which may be skipped on a first reading by those familiar with nonpositively curved 
manifolds. In Section 2 we prove the conjecture first in the special cases (l), (2) and (3) 
mentioned earlier and then prove the main theorem. In an appendix we prove a needed 
result that is known but apparently not available in the literature: If M is a compact 
Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature, then the vectors tangent to 
closed unit speed geodesics are dense in the unit tangent bundle of M. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notation 
In this section we introduce some definitions and notation and collect some useful facts 
about manifolds with sectional curvature K < 0. In this paper all manifolds are assumed to 
have dimension at least 3. Let $ denote a complete, simply connected manifold with K < 0, 
and let Z(6) denote the group of isometries of 6. Let M denote a compact, connected 
manifold with K < 0. We frequently write M as a quotient space 6/F, where F is the 
deckgroup of the universal covering n : A? + M. Note that F is a discrete subgroup of r(fi) 
that is isomorphic to the fundamental group of M defined by homotopy classes of loops at 
a fixed basepoint of M. Let TA? and SG denote the tangent and unit tangent bundles of h?, 
with a similar notation for M. For u E TM or TG we let yV denote the geodesic with initial 
velocity v. For X = M or 6 and any t E R let g’: TX + TX denote the geodesic flow 
transformation given by g’(u) = y:(t). Let d(,) denote the Riemannian metric in M or 6. 
1.2. Conjugacies of the geodesic jbw 
Let X, Y be complete Riemannian manifolds of dimension n 2 3, and let {g’} denote the 
geodesic flow in both SX and S Y. A bijection F : SX + SY is a conjugacy of the geodesic 
flow if F 0 g1 = gf 0 F for all t E R. In what follows we refer to F : SX + SY simply as 
a conjugacy. A conjugacy F: SX -+ SY is Co (respectively Ck) if both F and F-’ are Co 
(respectively Ck). 
Isomorphisms between fundamental groups. It is convenient o define the fundamental 
group of X to be the deckgroup F of a fixed universal covering 7~ : 2 + X, and we may 
further assume that F E I(k) by giving 2 the Riemannian metric that makes n a local 
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isometry. If n* : P + Y is a fixed universal Riemannian cover of Y with deckgroup 
I* c I(@, then since Sx” is simply connected any Co conjugacy F : SX -+ S Y can be lifted to 
a map F”: Sz + S ?; that is, F 0 dn = dn* 0 g. It is easy to see that F” is a Co conjugacy and 
moreover 
( * ) There exists an isomorphism 8 : r + r* such that Fo dq = d(fQ) 0 f for each cp E I. 
If F”: SJ? + SF is one lift of F : SX + S Y, then all lifts F* : SJ? + S f can be written 
F* = F”o da for some a E r or da* 0 F” for some a* E r*. The isomorphism 0* : I- + r* 
induced by a lift F* equals 8 followed by an inner automorphism of I’* or preceded by an 
inner automorphism of I. 
Let f: X -P Y be any homeomorphism, and let f”: 2 --, f be any lift of f, that is, 
n* 0 f”=fo n. It follows that there exists an isomorphism 8 : r --t r* such that f”o cp = B(cp) 0f” 
for every cp E I. As above, the lift Tis not unique, but the induced isomorphism of I onto I* 
is unique up to composition with an inner automorphism of I’ or I*. 
We say that a homeomorphism f: X + Y and a Co conjugacy F : SX + S Y induce the 
same isomorphism between ni (X) and n: 1 (Y) if there exist lifts f”: x” + ? and F”: Sz + SF 
that induce the same isomorphism of I’ onto I’*. 
It will also be useful to regard the fundamental group as a group of homotopy classes of 
loops. Fix a point p of M and let rcl (M,p) denote the group of homotopy classes [r] of loops 
y at p. Given a subgroup I* of_T c I(6) and a point fi E n-t(p) let I’: = ([y] E nl(M,p): 
y is a loop at p whose lift to M starting at fi ends in a point of I*@)}. If I’* is a normal 
subgroup of I, then I: does not depend on the choice of fi and I?: is a normal subgroup of 
71 I W, P). 
1.2A. LEMMA. Let f: M + M be a continuous map, and let p be a point of M. Let r* be 
a normal subgroup of r and let l-z be the corresponding normal subgroup of n1 (M, p). Suppose 
that there exists a continuous curue a : [0, l] + M from p to f(p) such that y is homotopic to 
a-l 0 f (y)~ a for all loops y with [r] E r;. Then f has a I$ f”: 111 --, I6? such that f”o cp = cp 0 7 
for all cp E r*. 
Proof: Fix a point p” E n-‘(p) and let &: [0, l] + G be a lift of a such that Z(O) = fi. Let 
f* : fi + fi be any lift of f and choose fl E I so that f *(fi) = /3(6?(l)). It is routine to show 
that f * 0 cp = (PO cp~/?-‘)~ f * for all cp E I*. If we define?= be’0 f *, thenTis a lift offand 
To ~0 = cp of”for all cp E r*. 0 
Lifts of conjugacies. The next observation will be useful. 
1.2B. LEMMA. Let F :SXl + SX, be a Co conjugacy between complete Riemannian 
manifolds Xl and X2 of dimension at least 3, and let ql : X: + X1 be a Riemannian covering of 
X1. Then there exists a Riemannian covering qz :Xt -+ X2 and a Co conjugacy 
F*:SX: --+ SXZ such that dq, 0 F* = F 0 dq,. Moreover, if the covering ql :X: -V XI has 
finite multiplicity m, then the covering q2 : Xt + X, also has multiplicity m. 
Proof. Let p1 : x”, + Xi and p2 : zz + X2 denote the universal Riemannian covers, and 
let I1 and Iz denote the deckgroups of these coverings. Let F”: Sx”, + Sg’, be a Co 
conjugacy such that F 0 dp, = dp, 0 F, and let 0 : rl + r, be the corresponding isomorphism 
given by 6 0 drp 1 = d(g(pJ 0 F for all 40~ E Il. Let T: be the subgroup of I1 such that 
x: = x,/r:, and let If = e(I”i) G r2. Let Xr = X,/r; and let q2: X: + X2 denote the 
corresponding covering map. 
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If pi : pi + X7 is the covering map for i = 1,2, then the map F* : SX: -+ SX,* given by 
F* ~drcr = dnz of is well defined. Moreover, since qio Iii = pi for i = 1,2, it follows that 
Fodq, odzl = Fodp, = dpzo$= dq,odz20F”= dq2~F*~dnI, and we conclude that 
F 0 dq, = dqz 0 F* since dzl is surjective. It is routine to verify that F* : SX: + 5X,* is a Co 
conjugacy and that the coverings qi : Xf + Xi have the same multiplicity for i = 1,2 if one 
of them is finite. 0 
1.3. Displacement functions 
Let ii? be any complete, simply connected manifold with K < 0. For each element 
cp E Z(G) we define the displacement function d, : 16 -+ R by d,(p) = d( p, cpp) for all p E A?. 
By Proposition 4.2 of [S] the function d: is a C” convex function; that is, (di 0 y)“(t) > 0 for 
all t E IF&’ and all geodesics y: [w --) k. Note that if cp commutes with all elements in a group 
r G Z(G), then d, is constant on F-orbits in h?. 
An element q E Z(G) is elliptic if d,(p) = 0 for some point p of k; that is, q(p) = p. An 
element cp E Z(G) is axial if d, has a positive minimum value o. In this case d, assumes its 
minimum value o at p E G if and only if cp translates by w the unique unit speed geodesic 
y joining p to 4pp; that is, cp(yt) = y(t + w) for all tE aB. See for example Proposition 4.2 of [S] 
for a proof. 
Notation. For cp E Z(k), where fi is simply connected and complete with K < 0, we let 
1~1 = infd,. 
If 40 E I(@) is axial, then cp translates yv by w for some u E SG if and only if dqo(u) = 9%. 
Hence when cp is axial it follows from the discussion above that o = 1~1 if and only if 
d&u) = g”u for some u E SG:. 
If M = 6/r is a smooth compact manifold with K d 0, where r c Z(A) is the 
deckgroup of the universal covering n: G --f M, then every free homotopy class of closed 
curves in M contains a closed geodesic. It follows that every nonidentity element cp of F is 
axial. See also Proposition 10.15 of [S]. Hence (cp( is the length of the closed geodesics in the 
free homotopy class of closed curves in M determined by cp, namely those closed curves 
y : [a, b] + M that admit a lift y”: [a, b] + Z? with y”(b) = q@(a)). 
If X = Xi x X, is a Riemannian product manifold, then from [lo] we recall the quantity 
LX(U) = (IX,(V), ~Z(U)) for every u E SX, where cLi(U) = Id~~i(u)l and ni: X + Xi is the projection 
for i = 1,2. 
LEMMA. Let 6 = A?1 x fiz be a complete, simply connected Riemannian product manifold 
with K 5 0. Let cp E Z(G) be an axial element that can be written rp = cpl - cp2, where 
(pl E Z(M,) x {l} and ‘pz E {I} x Z(h?,). Let u E Sk be a unit vector such that cp translates yU. 
Then Cti(U) = I~il/ltplfOr i = 1,2. 
Prooj Zf p = (pI,p2)6 6, where Pie iGi for i = 1,2, then by hypothesis q(p) = 
(cpI(p,),(p2(pz)) and it follows that d:(p) = di,(pJ + d&(pZ). It is now easy to show that 
1~1’ = (p112 + 1~2)~ and d,Z(p) = Iq(’ if and only if d$(pi) = ICpiJ2 for i = 1,2. 
Let u E SA be a unit vector such that cp translates yv and write y”(t) = (yl (t), y2(t)), where 
yi(t) is a geodesic in ZGi with speed ai for i = 1,2. By the remarks above or Proposition 4.2 
of [S] it follows that (cp 0 y”)(t) = yv(t + co)) for all t E R, where o = I cppI. If y”(O) = 
p = (pi,p& then YJO,U] joins p to q(p) and hence yi[O,W] joins pi to Cpi(pi) for i = 1,2. 
Hence dei(pi) = length of yi[O,w] = al( for i = 1,2. On the other hand Iv/’ = 
w2 = d:(p), and by the remarks of the previous paragraph we have 1 (piI 
= dgi(pi) = C(t(U)‘W’ = at(u)21cp12 for i = 1,2. 0 
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1.4. Clifford translations and Euclidean de Rham factors 
Let G be complete and simply connected with K < 0. An element cp E Z(G) is called 
a ClifSord translation if the displacement function d, : A? + [w is a constant. If I 5 1(G) is 
any group we let C(I) denote the subgroup of I consisting of Clifford translations. The full 
group of Clifford translations of 6 is abelian by the next result due to Wolf [24]. The 
formulation given here is Theorem 2.1 of [7]. 
1.4A. THEOREM. Let h;i be complete and simply connected with K < 0 and write 6 
= G0 x iI%,, where ii?,, is the Euclidean de Rham factor of Ii? and i$i, is the Riemannian 
product of all nonEuclidean de Rham factors of 6. Then the following are equivalent for an 
element cp of Z(G): 
(1) cp is a Clifford translation. 
(2) d, : 6 + R is bounded above. 
(3) cp = TX {l}, h w ere T is a translation of G, and {l} denotes the identity on 6,. 
(4) If V,(p) denotes the unique vector in Tr G such the exp,(V,(p)) = q(p), then V, is 
a parallel vector field on 6. 
We shall also need the following result. 
1.4B. THEOREM. Let M be compact with K < 0 and write M = 6/l-, where fi is simply 
connected and r G I(fi) is the deckgroup of M. Then 
(1) C(I) is the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of I’. 
(2) C(T) is a free abelian group whose rank is the dimension of the Euclidean de Rham 
factor of iG. 
(3) If Z(T) denotes the center of r, then Z(I) c C(I). 
(4) There exists a subgroup r* of r with finite index in r such that Z(T*) = C(T*). In 
particular M* = G/r* is a finite cover of M such that the center of nl(M*) is pee 
abelian of rank k, where k is the dimension of the Euclidean de Rham factor of M. 
Proof Assertions (1) and (2) are contained in the main theorem of [15] together with (3) 
of Theorem 1.4A. We prove (3). If cp is an element of Z(I), then the displacement function is 
constant on I-orbits in $ by the discussion in Section (1.3). Hence d, is bounded on 
$ since d, assumes all of its values on a compact fundamental domain for I. We conclude 
that cp is a Clifford translation by (2) of Theorem 1.4A. Assertion (4) follows from (2) and 
from Lemma 3 of [ 131. 0 
Remark. Let M = 6/I’ be compact with K < 0. It follows immediately from Theorems 
1.4A and 1.4B that if $ has a trivial Euclidean de Rham factor, then rrr (M) has trivial center 
while if n? has a nontrivial Euclidean de Rham factor, then M admits a finite cover M* such 
that zI(M*) has nontrivial center. 
1.5. A splitting theorem 
The following remarkable result was proved by Gromoll and Wolf in the C” case [19] 
and by Lawson and Yau in the analytic case [20]. It was extended to manifolds of finite 
volume by Schroeder [23]. See also Theorem J of [16] for the formulation given here. 
THEOREM. Let M be compact with K < 0 and write M = $/I-, where G is simply 
connected and r E I(G) is the deckgroup of M. Assume that I- = x1(M) has trivial center and 
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is a direct product l-t x F’, of subgroups. Then there exists a Riemannian splitting 
A? = 6-, x II?~, such that rI c Z(6,) x {l}, r, G (1) x Z(A?,) and M is isometric to 
0M-i) x vU-d. 
Briefly, one may say that any direct product decomposition of rcl(M) corresponds to 
a Riemannian splitting of M, provided that nl(M) has trivial center. 
1.6. Higher rank rigidity 
If 1): IF! + n;i is a geodesic in a complete Riemannian manifold ti with K < 0, then the 
rank of y is defined to be 1 plus the dimension of the space of all perpendicular, parallel 
vector fields E(t) on y such that K(E, y’)(t) = 0 for all t E R. Here K(E, y’)(t) denotes the 
sectional curvature of the %-plane spanned by E(t) and r’(t). The rank of it? is the smallest of 
the geodesic ranks taken over all geodesics of n?. The next result is due independently to 
Ballmann [2] and to Burns - Spatzier [6] if A4 has a lower bound for sectional curvature. 
Without the lower bound see [18] and also Proposition 4.5 of [14]. 
THEOREM. Let M be complete with K < 0,finite volume and rank k 2 2. Then 
(1) If the universal cover h? does not split as a Riemannian product, then 6 is a symmetric 
space of rank k; 
(2) If fi has no Euclidean de Rham factor, then either M is locally symmetric of rank k or 
M has a finite Riemannian cover M* that splits as a Riemannian product 
M*=Mrx ... x Mg, where each Mr is locally symmetric or has rank 1. 
1.7. Density of periodic vectors 
If X is a complete Riemannian manifold, then a vector VE TX is periodic if g”v = v for 
some number w > 0. If r is a group of isometries of X, then v E TX is periodic mod I- if 
dq(v) = g% for some cp E r and some number o > 0. If X = x”/T, where x” is simply 
connected and r E I(_?) is the deckgroup of the covering II : 2 + X, then v E TX” is periodic 
mod r if and only if dn(v) E TX is periodic. 
The next result is known to be a consequence of the rigidity theorem of Section (1.6), but 
no proof seems to be available in the literature. For completeness we include a proof in the 
appendix. The proof is actually valid for complete manifolds with K < 0, finite volume and 
finitely generated fundamental group. 
THEOREM. Let M be compact with K < 0. Then the periodic vectors in SM are dense in 
SM. 
1.8. Mostow rigidity theorem 
For our discussion of locally symmetric spaces of rank 3 2 we need a slightly different 
form of the rigidity theorem than is actually stated in [21]. We omit a proof of this modified 
version, but further details can be found, for example, in [17]. 
THEOREM. Let M and N be compact locally symmetric manijolds with K 6 0 and with no 
Euclidean factor. Assume that M admits no finite Riemannian cover that splits as a Rieman- 
nian product. Let g : xl(M) + R,(N) be an isomorphism. Then there exists a difleomorphism 
G: M + N that induces 8, and G is an isometry if one changes the metric of M or N by 
multiplying it on local de Rham factors by suitable positive constants. 
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We recall from Section (1.2) that x1(y) and xl(N) arEdefined to be the deckgroups 
I- and r* of the universal coverings K : A4 +M and n*:N +N. To say that G:M+N 
induces 0 means that there exists a lift c”:G + fi such that cocp = e(q)0 G” for all (PE I-. 
See Section (1.2) for further discussion. 
2. CONJUGACIES BETWEEN MANIFOLDS OF HIGHER RANK 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM. Let M be compact and connected with K < 0 and with rank(M) = k > 2. Let 
F: SM + SN be a Co conjugacy, where N is compact with K < 0. If M has dimension 2 3 
then there exists an isometry G: M + N such that G and F induce the same isomorphism 
between x1(M) and nl(N). 
We begin by proving this result in three specific cases and then using the higher rank 
rigidity theorem of Section 1.6 to prove the result in the general case for suitable finite 
covers M* and N*. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be compact with K < 0, and let F: SM + SN be a Co 
conjugacy. Zf M has dimension 23 and nl(M) has nontrivial center, then there exists an 
isometry G: M --f N such that G and F induce the same isomorphism between x1(M) and 
711(N). 
Proof: We shall need the following result. 
LEMMA. Let M be a compact manifold with K < 0, and let y. be a unit speed closed 
geodesic of period w > 0 that represents a nontrivial element of the center of q(M). Then y. is 
an integral curve of a unit parallel vectorJield S on M. Moreover, all integral curves of S are 
unit speed closed geodesics of period o. 
We assume for the moment that the lemma has been proved and complete the proof of 
Proposition 2.1. Given a unit speed closed geodesic y. as in the lemma let ‘y. be the unit 
speed closed geodesic of period o in N such that ye’(O) = F(yo’(0)). Then To represents 
a central element of x1(N) since F induces an isomorphism between q(M) and 7c1(N) as 
explained in Section (1.2.). Let SM, SN be the unit parallel vector fields on M, N that are 
determined by yo, To as in the lemma. The closed integral curves of SM (respectively S,) are 
freely homotopic and hence represent he same central element of q(M) (respectively 
q(N)) as y. (respectively To). In each free homotopy class of closed curves there is at most 
one closed geodesic passing through a given point. It follows that F maps integral curves of 
Sy onto integral curves of SN. Reversing the roles of M and N and applying the argument 
above to F - ’ it follows that every integral curve of SN is the image under F of some integral 
curve of SM. 
The proof of Corollary 3.3 of [lo] shows that there exists an isometry G: M + N such 
that S,(G(m)) = F(Slcr(m)) for all m E M. If we define @ = dG_’ 0 F: SM + SM, then it 
suffices to show that Q induces the identity on nl(SM). 
We show first that @(S,(m)) = S,(m) for all m E M. If S& denotes the parallel unit 
vector field in M given by S;(m) = dG- ‘(S,(Gm)), then @(S,(m)) = SC(m) for all m E M. 
If yrn and rz denote the integral curves of SM and S& that start at m, then Y,,, and r: are 
unit speed geodesics for all m since SM and S$ are parallel unit vector fields. Given t E R 
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and m E M we note that S&($(t)) = g%;(m) = (g’o@)(S~(m)) = (@og’)(S,(m)) = 
~(S&&))) = S&(Y&)). Hence r:(t) = y,,,(t) and we conclude that S$ = Snr. 
Fix a point m E M and let v = S,(m) E SM. Let a(t) be any loop in SM at v, and let x(t) 
be the loop in M at m consisting of basepoints of a(t). By perturbing a(t) in its homotopy 
class if necessary we may assume that a(t) # - S,(x(t)) for all t E [0, 11. By moving a(t) 
along the unique shortest great circle in SXtt) M between a(t) and SM(x(t)) we see that a(t) is 
homotopic at u to the loop a(t) = S,(x(t)). Therefore @a(t) is homotopic at O(v) = v to 
@a(t) = a(t) and hence also homotopic to a(t). This proves that @ induces the identity on 
nl(SM) (cf. also Lemma 1.2A). 0 
We now prove the lemma. Write M = G/l-, where G is simply connected and 
I- c Z(a) is the deckgroup of the universal covering 71: G + M. By hypothesis there exists 
a unit speed geodesic $,, a central element cp of r and a number w > 0 such that z(&) = y. 
and (~(y~(t)) = (%(t + w)) for all t E R. By Theorem 1.4A and (3) of Theorem 1.4B it follows 
that cp is a Clifford translation in I- and 5 = V,/ 1 V, 1 is a unit parallel vector field on A?, 
where V, is defined in (4) of Theorem 1.4A. Moreover, the integral curves of fare unit speed 
geodesics tangent o the Euclidean de Rham foliation of fi, and cp translates each integral 
curve of s” by an amount o. We note that @(V,(p)) = V,(I,@) for all $ E r and all p E 16 
since cp lies in the center of r. Hence the unit parallel vector field 5 descends to a unit 
parallel vector field S on M defined by S(zp) = d&(p) for all p E A?. By the definition and 
properties of cp and s” the integral curves of S are unit speed closed geodesics with period 
o since they are images under R of integral curves of $ In particular y. is an integral curve 
of S since y. = ~(7,) and To is an integral curve of $ This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Remark. In the statement of Proposition 2.1 we need only require that one of the 
manifolds M and N have sectional curvature K < 0 if we assume that the conjugacy 
F : SM + SN is C’. In this case the isomorphic fundamental groups would have nontrivial 
center, and the nonpositively curved manifold would admit a nontrivial parallel vector field 
by the argument above. It would then follow from Theorem 1.1 of [lo] that M is isometric 
to N. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be compact manifolds with K < 0, and let F: SM -+ SN 
be a Co conjugacy. Let M be a nontrivial Riemannian product MI x M1, and let z,(M) have 
trivial center. If M has dimension > 3, then there exists an isometry G : M + N such that 
G and F induce the same isomorphism between q(M) and x1(N). 
Proof: Let a : G + M and A* : i? + N denote the universal coverings with deckgroups 
r s I(@) and r* E I@). Let f: S6 --* SI? be a lift of F and let 0: r + r* denote the 
isomorphism induced by F such that F”o drp = d(B(cp)) 0 F” for all (PE r (cf. Section 1.2). We 
let cp* denote 8((p) for the remainder of the proof. 
We first observe that 1 cp 1 = 1 rp * I for all (PE I-, where Irp I = inf d, as in Section 1.3. Given 
(PE I-, cp # 1, there exists VE SA? such that dq(v) = g%, where o = 1~1 by Section (1.3). 
Hence d(cp*)(&) = $0 d@(v) = go(&) and it follows that Iq*l = o = I cpl by Section 1.3. 
By hypothesis M is a Riemannian product MI x M2 and hence there exists a Rieman- 
nian splitting fi = $, x G, and a direct product decomposition r = r1 x r, such that 
r1 c I(6,) x (l}, rz E {l} x 1($,) and Mi = A?i/ri for i = 1,2. If 0: r + r* is the isomor- 
phism defined by F we let r: = 6’(ri) for i = 1,2. By hypothesis I- = 7~~ (M) and r* = ,!?(I-) 
have trivial center. Since r* = r: x rt it follows from Section (1.5) that there exists 
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a Riemannian splitting !? = G, x I?2 such that I’: c Z(fii) x {l}, F: c (1) x Z(i,) and 
N = i/F* is isometric to N1 x Nz, where Ni = Z?i/FT for i = 1,2. 
To show that M is isometric to N it suffices by Proposition 3.4 of [lo] to show that 
I = CI(U) for all u E SM, where E(U) = (~~(u),Q(u)) and ai = Idni(U ni: M + Mi, for 
i = 1,2. Equivalently we need to show that a@“) = a(u) for all u E SM, and it suffices to 
verify this for vectors u E SM that are periodic mod I since these vectors are dense in Sfi by 
Section 1.7. 
Let u E SM be periodic mod F and choose cp E I and o > 0 such that dq(u) = 9%. Write 
cp = cpl. (p2, where Cpie Fi for i = 1,2. Then cp* = cpr. cpf and dp*(Fu) = g”(Fu). Hence by 
the observation above we have JcpI = Iv* 1 and Icpil = Iv? I for i = 1,2. By the lemma in 
Section (1.3) we conclude that al(U) = Iqil/l cpj = (tpt l/l (p* I = ai for i = 1,2. Hence 
a(fu) = a(u) if u is periodic mod F. 
To prove the final assertion of Proposition 2.2 we first recall briefly the construction in 
Proposition 3.4 of [lo] of the isometry G : M --* N. Given a unit vector u20 SM2 and a point 
mle MI we define G1(ml) to be the N,-component of the basepoint of F(di,,(v2)), where 
i,, : M2 + M is defined by i,,,,(m2) = (m1,m2). The argument of Proposition 3.4 of [lo] 
shows that G1 : MI + N1 is an isometry. Similarly, given a unit vector QE SM1 we define 
an isometry G2: M2 + N2 by setting G2(m2) to be the N2-component of the basepoint of 
F(dj,,(u,)), wherej,,(ml) = (m1,m2). Finally G = (G1,G2): M = MI x M2 + N = N1 x N2 
is an isometry. 
The definition of G above apparently depends on a choice of unit vectors UiE SMi for 
i = 1,2. However, by Theorem 4 of [20] we know that the isometry group Z(M) is discrete 
since n,(M) has trivial center, and hence the group I(M, N) of isometries from M to N is 
discrete. The construction above yields a continuous map from SM1 x SM2 to Z(M, N), 
which must be constant. Therefore G is independent of the choices. 
To show that G: M + N and F: SM + SN induce the same isomorphism between 
q(M) and rrl(N) it suffices to prove that 0 = dG- ’ 0 F : SM --t SM induces the identity on 
nl(SM). Before beginning the proof of this assertion we introduce some terminology. 
A vector u E SM is called vertical if u = di,,(u2) for some u2 E SM2 and some m, E M,. 
Similarly, u E SM is called horizontal if u = dj,,(uI) for some u1 E SM1 and some m2 E M2. 
From the proof of Proposition 3.4 of [lo], the independence of G on the choices Ui E SMi 
for i = 1,2 and the definitions of G and @ we obtain 
( * ) (a) If u is a vertical vector with basepoint (ml, m,), then Q(u) is a vertical vector with 
basepoint (mI,m;) for some rn; E M2. 
(b) If u is a horizontal vector with basepoint (mI,m2), then O(u) is a horizontal 
vector with basepoint (mr, m2) for some mr E MI. 
Let rt : fi --) M denote a fixed universal covering of M with deckgroup F s Z(M). The I - _ 
splitting M = MI x M2 induces a splitting M = MI x M2 and a direct product decomposi- 
tion F = Fl x F2 such that Mi = A?i/Ti for i = 1,2, F1 = {‘p E F: cp = cpl x {l} for some 
cpl E Z(ti,)} and I2 = {(p E I: cp = {l} x (p2 for some cp2 E Z(M2)}. 
First we show that Q : SM -+ SM has a lift 6 : SM + Sfi such that (a) and (b) of ( * ) hold 
for 6 and M = M, x M,. Fix a vertical vector fi E Sn? with basepoint fi = (&fi2). If 
@* : SM + Sfi is a lift of Q it follows by (a) of ( * ) that @*(iI) is a vertical vector with 
basepoint (ri(&), fiz) for some y1 E Fl and some &ZE M,. Since F1 is a discrete group it 
follows that the element y1 of Fi is independent of 6 and ti. Setting 6 = dy;' o@* we see 
that 6 is a lift of @ that satisfies (a) of ( *). A similar argument shows that there exists an 
element y2 of F2 such that if ++‘E SM is any horizontal vector with basepoint & = (fi1,$r2), 
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then @)($?I) is a horizontal vector at (fi:, yz(&)) for some 6:~ A?,. If 6 = dy;’ 0 &, then 5 is 
a lift of @ that satisfies both (a) and (b) of (* 1. 
Let I++ : r + r be the isomorphism defined by the equation 6 0 dy = d($y) 0 & for all 
y E r. Let u” E SA? be a vertical vector with basepoint fi = (&, fiZ), and let y = y1 . y2 be an 
element of r, where yi E Ti for i = 1,2. Then d($y)(g = 6 0 dy * & ’ (5) is a vertical vector 
with basepoint (yl (Gil), fiz) for some +J E A.?, by (a) of (*). Similarly if + is a horizontal 
vector with basepoint fi = (el, r&), then d($y)(+) = 50 dy 0 G- ‘(@) is a horizontal vector 
with basepoint (fi;“,y2(&)) for some fii;” E n?, by (b) of (*). However, both d(@y)(u”) and 
d($y)(8) have the same basepoint $(y)(ri$ which by the observations above must equal 
(r&U YZ(&)) = r(fii)- Hence $(Y) = Y since fi E fi was arbitrary and 5 0 dy = dy 0 6 for all 
y E r. 0 
Remark. In the statement of Proposition 2.2 we may drop the hypothesis that M has 
sectional curvature K < 0. It would then follow by Corollary 4.2 of [lo] that M has no 
conjugate points, and the relevant part of the discussion of Section (1.3) remains valid for 
manifolds without conjugate points. See for example [ll]. The periodic vectors are dense in 
SM since they are dense in SN by Section 1.7. The proof of Proposition (2.2) now holds 
without change in this more general situation. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let M be a compact manifold with K < 0 and with rank(M) = k 2 2. 
Assume that G has no Euclidean factor and x1(M) contains no direct product subgroup of 
Jinite index. Let F :SM -+ SN be a Co conjugucy, where N is compact with K < 0. Then 
M and N ure both locally symmetric, and there exists an isometry G : M + N that induces the 
same isomorphism us F between n1 (M) and nl (N). 
Proo& Since M admits no finite cover that splits as a Riemannian product it follows 
from the rigidity theorem of Section (1.6) that M is locally symmetric of rank k. 3y the 
discussion in Section (1.2) the fundamental groups q(M) and x1(N) are isomorphic, and by 
[3, Theorem D] the manifolds M and N are locally symmetric and isometric after resealing 
the metric of M or N. More precisely, by Section (1.8) there exists a diffeomorphism 
G : M + N such that (a) G is an isometry after resealing the metric of N by positive multiples 
on de Rham factors, (b) G induces the same isomorphism between x1(M) and nl(N) as the 
geodesic onjugacy F : SM + SN. By the discussion in Section (1.2) this implies that if y is 
any closed geodesic in M, then the closed curve G 0 y and the closed geodesic F(y) are freely 
homotopic in N, where by definition F(y) has initial velocity F(y’(0)). 
We show that G is an isometry without any resealing of the metric on N. Note that 
resealing the metric of N by positive multiples on de Rham factors does not change the 
geodesics of N, only the speeds of these geodesics. Hence if y is a unit speed closed geodesic 
in M, then G oy is a closed geodesic in N with its given metric, but possibly not with unit 
speed. 
The periodic vectors of SM are dense in SM by Section 1.7 or Lemma 8.3 of 1211. To 
show that G: M + N is an isometry with respect o the given metrics it suffices to show that 
dG(u) is a unit vector in TN for any periodic unit vector u in SM. Let u E SM be periodic 
with period o, the length of yV. Then yJt + m) = y”(t) and (G oyU)(t + co) = (G 0 y”)(t) for all 
tE R. If the closed geodesic G oyo has speed c > 0, then G oyV has length co. By the 
construction of G, Go y, is freely homotopic to F(y,) = yFtoI, which is a closed geodesic of 
length o. However, the lengths of any two closed geodesics in the same free homotopy class 
of closed curves are equal; see for example Proposition 4.2 of [S] or Proposition 3.1 of 
[12]. Hence c = 1 and dG(v) = (Go y”)‘(O) is a unit vector for any periodic unit vector u in 
SM. 0 
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Proofofthe theorem. We now prove the main result of this paper, which is the theorem 
stated at the beginning of Section 2. For notational convenience we replace M and N in the 
statement of the result by Ml and M2. 
We first prove the result after lifting the conjugacy F to suitable finite covers of Ml and 
M2. 
(1) There exist finite Riemannian coverings qi: MF + Mi for i = 1,2, an isometry 
G*:M: -+ M: and a Co conjugacy F* : SM: -+ SMf such that dq2 0 F* = F odq, 
and G* induces the same isomorphism between n,(Mf) and nl(Mz) as F*. 
Let 7c:Gr + Ml be a universal Riemannian covering of Ml, and let I1 c I@,) be the 
deckgroup of the covering. If G, has no Euclidean de Rham factor, then we note that I1 has 
trivial center by the remark following Theorem 1.4B. By Proposition 2.3 it suffices to 
consider the case that I1 has a nontrivial direct product subgroup I: of finite index in I-r. 
Let q1 : M: + Ml be the finite covering such that Mf = 6,/r:. We may use Lemma 1.2B 
to construct a finite cover q2 : Mf + M2 and a Co conjugacy F*: SM: + SM,* such that 
dq2 0 F* = F 0 dq,. By the splitting theorem in Section (1.5) MT is a nontrivial Riemannian 
product, and by Proposition 2.2 there exists an isometry G* : M: + M: that induces the 
same isomorphism between nl(MT) and nl(M:) as F*. 
Next we consider the case that 6r has a nontrivial Euclidean de Rham factor. Let I-; be 
a finite index subgroup of I1 that satisfies the three properties of Lemma A2 of the 
Appendix, and note that I: has nontrivial center by the first of these properties. Now let 
q1 : MT + Ml be the finite covering such that M: = G,/r: and proceed as in the paragraph 
above to construct a finite cover q2 : M: + M2 and a Co conjugacy F* : SM: --t SM$ such that 
dq2 0 F* = F odq,. By Proposition 2.1 there exists an isometry G* : My + Mf that induces the 
same isomorphism between ITI and nl(Mt) as F*. This completes the proof of (1). 
Let q1 : M: + Ml, q2 : Mz --) M2, F* : SM: + SM: and G* : MT + MfJ be as in (1). Let 
M = M: and @ = (dG*)-’ 0 F*: SM -+ SM. Replace the covering q2: Mz + M2 by the 
covering q2 0 G* : M + M2, which we relabel as q2 : M + M2. From (1) we obtain 
(2) @:SM + SM is a Co conjugacy that induces the identity on nl(SM) and 
dq,oQ = Fodq,. 
Let rr: &i -+ M be a universal Riemannian covering with deckgroup I c Z(G). If 
Ii E Z(G) is the deckgroup of the universal covering pi = qi 0 rr : A? + Mi, then F is a finite 
index subgroup of Ii for i = 1,2. Since 0 : SM -+ SM induces the identity on nl(SM) the 
discussion in Section 1.2 yields 
(3) There exists a Co conjugacy 6 : S6 + Sh? such that dn 0 6 = 0 0 dn and 
6odq=dqo6forallcpEr. 
By the discussion of Section 1.2 we have 
(4) There exists an isomorphism $:I1 + I2 such that 6odp, = d(t,hpl)06 for all 
‘Pi E I-r. 
Next we show 
(5) If cpr is any element of rl, then rc/(cpr)o cp;’ is a Clifford translation. 
Let I:rl -+ I(6) be the function given by Z(q) = II/(cp)ocp-‘, where II/ is the isomor- 
phism of (4). If y E I and cp E I-r, then $(r) = y by (3) and hence I(cpy) = I(q). It follows that 
I is constant on left cosets of I, which implies that Z(I’,) is a finite set of isometries ince 
I has finite index in Ii. Let R be a compact fundamental domain for I in n? and choose 
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a positive number c such that the displacement function d, < c on R for all u E l(r,). Given 
(pl E lY1 it suffices by Theorem 1.4A to show that drc,,,,) , <con&.GivenxE@chooseyEr 
such that y(x) E R. Then drc,,, (x) = dIc,,,,(yx) < c since $(r) = y for all y E r. This proves 
(5). 
If 6 has no Euclidean de Rham factor, then rl = Tz and $ = Id by (5). We reach the 
desired conclusion by setting A = Id in (6) below. In the general case we let C(G) denote the 
Clifford translations of G and define a metric d on C(G) by d(a, b) = 1 a- lo b 1, where 1 cp (
denotes the constant value of $ on G for an element cp of C(fi). Theorem 1.4A allows us to 
identify the metric space (C(M), d) isometrically with a Euclidean space Iwk equipped with 
the usual metric. 
By the proof of (1) above we may assume that the deckgroup r of the covering 
R : fi --t M satisfies the three properties of the group r * in Lemma A2 of the Appendix. We 
define an action of r1 on C(G) = IWk by isometries of Iwk as follows: given cpl E rl and 
a E C(G) we define cpl(a) = $(cpl)oaocp;’ = (~(~l)~~;‘)~(~l~a~cp;‘) E Z(G). The 
isometry cpl(a) belongs to C(G) by (5) and the fact that C(fi) is a normal subgroup of I(G). 
The remarks of the previous paragraph show that (pl : C(G) + C(fi) is an isometry for all 
cpl E rl. Moreover if cpl E r, then Il/(cpl) = cpl by (3) and (4), and cpl commutes with C(G), 
by property (2) of Lemma A2 in the Appendix. Hence if cpl E r, then cpl acts by the identity on 
C(fi). If TO denotes the kernel of the action of r1 on C(k), then r E To and hence T1/TO is 
a finite group. There exists an element A of C(c) that is fixed by the induced action of 
T1/TO (for example, use the Cartan fixed point theorem), and this means 
(6) $((pJo A = A 0 cpl for all p1 E rl. 
Using (6) we define an isometry G : Ml + M2 by G(p,m) = pz(Am) for all m E h?, where 
pi : @ + Mi is the universal cover for i = 1,2. Since pi = qi 0 n for i = 1,2 it follows from (2) 
and (3) that &:S$ +SG is a lift of F:SM, +SMI; that is, dp206 =Fodp,. The map 
A : A? + A? is a lift of G : Ml -P Mz by the definition of G. By (4) and (6) we see that 5 and 
A define the same isomorphism @:rl + r2 and we conclude that F: SM1 + SM2 and 
G: Ml + M2 induce the same isomorphism between nl(M1) and nl(MZ). q 
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APPENDIX 
In this section we prove the result stated in Section 1.7. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let M be compact with K < 0. If M has rank 1, then the result 
follows from Corollary 3.9 of [l]. If fi is a symmetric space of rank k >, 2 with no Euclidean 
de Rham factor, then the result follows from Lemma 8.3’ of [21]. If M has a finite 
Riemannian cover M* such that the periodic vectors are dense in SM*, then the periodic 
vectors are dense in SM. If M has no Euclidean de Rham factor, then the desired result will 
follow from the facts above, the theorem in Section 1.6 and the next result, whose proof we 
leave as an exercise. 
LEMMA Al. Let X1,X2 be complete Riemannian manifolds such that the periodic vectors 
are dense in SXi for i = 1,2. If X is the Riemannian product X1 x Xz, then the periodic vectors 
are dense in SX. 
We now consider the case that M has a Euclidean de Rham factor of dimension k 2 1. 
Let &i denote the universal Riemannian cover of M and write fi = aBk x G*, where G* is 
the product of all nonEuclidean de Rham factors of G. If I- E I(G) denotes the deckgroup 
of M = 6/l-, then I- leaves invariant the foliations of A? induced by the factors IWk, fi*. 
Hence there exist projection homomorphisms p. : r --, Z(Rk) and p1 : r + I@?*) such that 
the action of I- on h? = IWk x A?* is given by y = (po(y),pl(y)) for all y E r. 
LEMMA A2. There exists a finite index subgroup r* of I- with the following properties: 
(1) r,* = kernel (pI) n r* is a lattice in IWk that consists of translations. Moreover, I’,* is 
both the Cliflord subgroup C(T*) and the center Z(T*) of r*. 
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(2) p&*) consists of translations of [Wk. 
(3) p,(F*) is a discrete subgroup of I(fi*) that contains no elliptic elements. Hence the 
quotient space M* = G*/pI(r*) is a smooth compact manifold with no Euclidean de 
Rham factor. 
Proof of Lemma A2. By Lemma 3 of [13] there exists a subgroup r with finite index in 
F such that C(I*) = Z(F*) if F* is any finite index subgroup of r. Since G/F has finite 
volume it follows from Lemma A of [15] that pi(T) is a discrete subgroup of 1(G*). From 
Proposition I of [16] it now follows that Z(T) = C(r) is a cocompact lattice in Z(Iw’). Note 
that Z(F) c kernel (pI) n r E p,@) by Theorems 1.4A and 1.4B. Hence the elements of 
p,,(r) must be translations of OBk since they commute with the elements of the vector lattice 
Z(T) = C(T). Since I is finitely generated it follows from the argument in [13, p. 261 that 
there exists a subgroup F* of finite index in T such that pl(T*) is discrete and contains no 
elliptic elements. The group F* satisfies the three conditions of the lemma. cl 
We now complete the proof of the Theorem in Section 1.7. Let I’* be a finite index 
subgroup of F with the properties of Lemma A2. Recall that UE S$ is periodic mod I’* if 
there exists cp E I* and o > 0 such that dq(u) = 9%. By the discussion in Section 1.7 it 
suffices to prove that the vectors that are periodic mod F* are dense in Sfi. 
Let v E SG be given and write u = u. + ul, where co E TIRk, u1 E Tfi* and 
1uo12 + Iv1 I2 = lu12 = 1. We may assume that both u. and u1 are nonzero. By (3) of Lemma 
A2 and the remarks above we can find a sequence {u$“‘*} c TA?*, a sequence {c$)} c (0, co) 
and a sequence {cp,} c F* such that 
(1) uy)* --f ui as n +co and pI(q,) translates ~.by c$’ for all n. 
Replacing (P” by a suitably high power of (P” we may assume that c$” + cc as n -+ 00. Now 
choose m, E Z such that 
(2) Icl$’ - m,l< 1 foralln. 
By (2) of Lemma A2 the elements of po(T*) are translations of lRk so we may identify the 
elements of po(T*) with vectors in IWk and use additive notation to denote composition of 
elements of po(r*). 
Since Z(I’*) is a vector lattice in Rk by (1) of Lemma A2 there exists R > 0 such that 
every vector in Rk lies at a distance at most R from some element of Z(I’*). For each integer 
n choose T, E Z(T*) such that 
(3) 1 T. + po(cp.) - m,uol < R for all n. 
By (2) and (3) there exist sequences of positive numbers {a”}, {E,*} converging to zero such 
that 
(4) IT. + p. (cp,)l(l + c.)/~uO~ = o:“‘(l + a:) = m, for every n. 
Let cp,* = T,rp,, u? = Iuoll{(l + ~.)IPo~d)IIPohc) and UT) = u’:‘*/(l + E,*). Then 
pI(cp,*) = pI(cp,) translates yUYl by (1 + a~)~:“’ = m, by (1) and (4). By (3) and (4) 
PO(~) = T, + PO(CP.) translates Y&t) = tub"' by Ipo(cp,*)l(l + s.)/IuOI = m, for every n. 
Hence cp,* translates y.(t) = (y”p,(t), yd:l(t)) by m, for every n. Note that by (1) uy) -+ u1 since 
s.* +O as n+co. From (3) it follows that L(@JJo) = L(Po(cPn*),Uo) = 
L (T, + po(cp,), m.uo) -+ 0 as n +03. Since E, + 0 it follows that I ug’l + (u. I as n +co and 
we conclude that ub”’ + u. as n +co . Hence the vectors (y:(O)), which are periodic mod r, 
converge to u. + u1 = u as n +cc . 0 
